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you can run an ibm z development and test environment (zd&t) environment on azure virtual
machines (vms). this environment emulates the ibm z series architecture. it can host a variety of z

series operating systems or installations (also called z instances or packages), which are made
available through customized bundles called the ibm application developers controlled distributions

(adcds). the city has to abide by the policies of the abu dhabi municipality and the abu dhabi
environmental department. most of the warehouses in abu dhabi have to meet the international
standards and all the regulations of adcd before they can be issued with a certificate of approval.

when it comes to the quality standards and logistics management, the adcd is solely responsible for
implementing them. all the warehouses in the city and the surroundings are always in need of a

constant upgrading to maintain the safety of the workers and the public. investigating facilities that
are on fire as well as hazardous materials in different kinds of accidents are dangerous and harmful

to humans. the process of firefighting and risk mitigation is a complex and integral process that
requires professional assistance. many organizations, such as the adcd, uae fire and rescue, uae civil

defence are responsible for firefighting and other related works. adcd is the only organization with
the legal power to make all aspects of the adcd fire and safety service available to the public. the
company works in close cooperation with the authorities, the ministries and other organizations to
improve the safety of abu dhabi residents and visitors, as well as those of neighboring countries.
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